Cb Affiliate Formula Success Stories

It's known to my "inner circle" as the secret relic of affiliate marketing...

"I'm Giving You The Chance To COPY CAT
My Legendary 'CB Affiliate Formula' System
That Created $70,782.27, $29,813.00 and
$57,000+ Affiliate Pay Days"
(In this special report you will see PROOF of how my students are
dramatically boosting their affiliate incomes)
From Andrew Fox
Dear Friend,
Let me ask you a simple question....
Do you want to make serious money as an affiliate?
If you've answered "Yes" then prepare for an "eye opening" experience.
First I have a true story to share...

It's Starts With ROCK SOLID, Undisputed Proof Of The Kind
Of Lifestyle That Can Be Achieved With Super Affiliate Success..
At just 26 year's old I've achieved a lot of financial success directly as a result of affiliate
marketing.
I've 'tried and tested' and refined my strategies over 8 long, hard years.
Here's the result so far...
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Now believe me... I certainly didn't achieve this over night.
I'd been "round the block" a few times including losing a *TON* of money on a failed software company.
But that didn't stop me...
I've worked my butt off to get where I am today and am not going to insult your brain with crap like "Make $100,000
working 2 hours a day."
It's time to cut through the hype, false promises and lies...
If I could give you the "step by step" system that would outline the blueprint you needed to achieve success on the
Internet would you do it?
No wild claims...
Even if you started out small and made your first $50 per day. Then it increased to $100, $150 and over $300 per day.
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$300 a day (which is close to $10,000 per month ) really is possible.
Here's PROOF of just some of the affiliate 'paydays' I've created

For Eight Solid Years The Gurus Attempted To 'Bribe' Me With First Class
Airfare, 5 Star Hotels And Full Expenses Paid Just So I Would Reveal My
Cutting Edge Affiliate Strategies At Their Event..
I turned down every single offer...
First, I wanted to test and refine my affiliate strategies so *ANYONE* could start from scratch using my system.
I didn't care about the "perks" of traveling for no cost. If I wanted to go on holiday I would just pay for it. Money wasn't the
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concern.
**My #1 Priority was developing a 'step by step' affiliate system for the
customer, broken down into simple building blocks for them to achieve
success**
And after years of research, I finally gave into the demands for a personal coaching club.
I created an "invite only" affiliate coaching
club called the "CB Affiliate Formula"
Inside I revealed the formula I've used to
sell TONS of different products on
Clickbank, bank massive affiliate
earnings, grow my email list every day
without fail and create multiple STEADY
income streams.

All memberships sold out within 7 days.
There was such a stampede after I closed the doors, people were BEGGING me to let them in.
But I wouldn't budge.
A 'secret underground' community was born. A new army of super affiliates began their journey under my guidance.

"Talk Is Cheap and I've Always Been A "Results Driven" Type
Of Person. The Pressure Was Resting On My Shoulders To
Deliver On The Promises I'd Made... In Fact I Had Staked My
Reputation On It..."
Within weeks success stories started to flood in by the truck load.
My 'CB Affiliate Formula' inner circle club members started to MAKE MONEY and increase their profits.
Bottom line is my system was working for others...
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Andrew,
I've got to tell you what's happened since I hopped on board CB Formula
last week ...
Immediately after diving into the training material, I was very
impressed with your "step by step" approach. The material is literally
"do this first, then do this, then do this" etc. Nothing is left to
chance, all I needed to do was take action.
The step by step approach gave me a much needed jolt of confidence, and
I started my first campaign just before the weekend.
So far, about 72 hours later, 4 sales, and what looks like $19 per day
profit.
Hey, might not sound like much, but for a guy who's been deathly afraid
of losing his shirt with Google AdWords, it is a tremendous confidence
booster!
Can't wait to continue to monitor this campaign and introduce a few new
ones. Even at $19/day, that's $570/month, $6840 a year profit which pays
quite a few bills!
Thanks for all the work you put into the training, Andrew.
Jim Hofman
- Naperville, IL here,

Hi Andrew, I want to again thank you for the course that you have put
together.
As a new online marketer the information has been invaluable to me.
I have taken your teachings and applied to my marketing efforts, in one
case I had my first ever sale 30 minutes after completing your training.
I was totally blown away.
Keep up the great work.
Regards,
-Ian Kelly
www.masteronlineprofits.com

I have been struggling with my adwords campaign for months now. I then I
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joined the CB Affiliate Formula and within 1 hour have tripled my click
through rate!
I'm impressed and really feel supported

Hi Andrew, I have been researching affiliate marketing for the past 4
years and this is the first time I am truly blown away by a mentor’s
professional approach to his coaching program and up front honesty!
You truly OVER DELIVER on your promises! If anyone ever had a dream of
making money online then this is your ticket to get there big time!
My best always,
Craig Collett
iiGURU.com Cape Town, South Africa.

I was worried when I joined CB Affiliate Formula. So many times I have
paid good money on a hyped promotion and been let down.
But I have to say that Andrew delivers exactly what he says he will ....
and more. It is refreshing to see someone who is down-to-earth and
committed to their membership.
And the product is well worth the small investment. I have come away
with increased confidence.

Andrew Fox's CB Affiliate Formula program is by far the best value I
have found on the Internet anywhere! If you want to learn how you can
easily make money online, then this program is for you.
At 55 years old, I especially appreciate Andrew's simple and
straightforward teaching method. He makes it so easy that anyone can
start from scratch and be making money instantly!
I have spent thousands on Internet Marketing educational courses, and
none of them compare to the amount of knowledge I have accumulated with
Andrew in just the past three days.
If you're looking for the best bang for your buck, then look no more you've found it. But you better hurry and sign up quickly, before Andrew
decides to start charging what he's really worth!
Thomas R. Bishop
- Director Institute for Self Development(.com)
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I would recommend CB affiliate formula to anyone who is serious about
making money online.
I am a construction worker and new to online marketing but this program
is so simple that even I had a program up and running in no time at all.
It takes the guesswork out of finding an affiliate program to promote
the software they have in the members area, it's the best I've seen.
Setting up a pay per click campaign is easy as copying and pasting. I
had a program up and running in no time at all. I would recommend this
product to anyone who is serious about making money online.
- James Stover

I must say a big thank you to Andrew Fox for his CB Affiliate Formula
course.
If you are just starting out or want an increase in sales, then this
course is a must.
It is not just packed with information from video and PDF downloads, but
also interviews from some of the big names in the business.
He has enlisted experts on the various ways of stating and marketing
your business. This is just the best I have ever seen.
There is nothing else that can match what Andrew is doing.
Dave Scott
- United Kingdom

Andrew, I must say the CB Formula is awesome. I really had no idea about
what to look for in a product. Your explanations are clear and to the
point.
I have purchased many products in the past without the understanding of
how to use them. That can be real frustrating for any newbie. When you
don't understand something it makes it that much more difficult to be
able to ask for the help you need.
It is step by step so if anyone follows the steps they get immediate
success. I just had my best week promoting click bank products.
Clement Banner
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That is just a tiny handful of the success stories already created.
My 'CB Affiliate Formula' is a REAL coaching club that gets results
Case Study 2007. How A 15 Year old kid from Florida Joint Ventured with me and created
over $4003.99 in PROFIT in the first 7 days

I was introduced to this guy by Lisa Diane, owner of a
mulit million dollar enterprise.
BJ was her 15 year old son and even at such a young
age had generated income and actually bought a
$70,000 Hummer H2 a year before he had his driving
license.
I decided to accept the challenge of working
with BJ to create a product on Clickbank, about
the law of attraction.
He wasn't going to get let off lightly. BJ was going to
have to prove to me that he could create sales copy,
find a target niche, understand how to broadcast
emails.

BJ Dolla. The 15 Year Kid From
Florida I Joint Ventured With.

The results were remarkable especially considering his
age!
It's PROOF anyone can succeed on the Internet with a
little help.

PROOF OF HIS RESULTS IN THE FIRST 7 DAYS
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It Does Not Matter If You Are Newbie Who Logged Onto the Internet For The First
Time Today Or An Expert Already Making $10,000's Per Month....
The point is there are 'step by step' sections of the formula no matter what level of learning you are currently at.. ..
- If you need to learn how to set up an auto responder, register a domain and get web hosting you will be
shown how to via video tutorial.
- If you are already a successful affiliate marketer, I will show you DETAILED case studies of how you
can in any case DOUBLE or TRIPLE your efforts.
- I'll teach you how to SKYROCKET response rates and profits using email
marketing. It's so simple, yet massively effective.
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- There is an active forum where you can PERSONALLY private message me and I
will help you (I am committed to your success) Normally I would charge $500+ per hour bare
minimum.
- Every month I select one or two members to JV with and promote their products. This is captured on
video and PDF for all members to see.

Do You Qualify For Membership to
the 'CB Affiliate Formula'?
1) You must be willing to apply what I teach and promise to send me your testimonial
when you make your first $1000 using my methods.
2) You will be required to keep what you learn to yourself and may be required to sign a "Non
Disclosure" agreement.
3) If you join my "CB Affiliate Coaching" coaching club today and drop out you may have to wait as
much as 6 months to get back in (When spaces fill up I expect this to be a very closed door community)

Click here to see if there any spots available to the CB Affiliate
Formula Now
Chances are memberships will be closed out, but you can always get on the waiting list.
Look forward to seeing you on the "inside" and hope you enjoyed the report :-)
Warm Regards,

Andrew Fox
PS: Affiliate marketing really is one of the most profitable, risk free ways to generate serious income online. Unfortunately
99% fail who attempt it.
Click here to find out why 'CB Affiliate Formula' members are doing it differently

Interested is giving this report away for free embedded
with your Clickbank affiliate link and earning recurring
commissions?
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Click here to find out how to do this
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